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This is a collection of papers given originally at two symposia held in Australia in March and June 1983 and sponsored by the Australian National Commission for UNESCO. The venue of the symposia and their context account for the fact that emphasis is laid in the book on indigenous peoples (see in particular the papers by R. Falk and E. Kamenka), on cultural rights (see in particular the paper by L.V. Prott) and on the question whether the right to development is a right of peoples (see the paper by R. Rich). The papers are preceded by a general essay by L. Brownlie ("The rights of peoples in modern international law"), while J. Crawford gathers up the threads of the discussion in the various papers in a final essay ("The rights of peoples: some conclusions"). The book includes two extremely interesting and useful appendices: one covers selected treaties, resolutions and other documents on the rights of peoples (some of these documents are also reproduced in full), and the other includes an extensive select bibliography.

Of special interest for international lawyers are the papers by Brownlie, Falk and Crawford.
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At the moment, major environmental issues of a global scale - namely global warming, ozone depletion, deforestation, loss of biodiversity - represent a pressing challenge for international relations. Isolated unilateral or regional initiatives can no longer give adequate response to these challenges which can be only tackled through international cooperation. Progressive awareness has grown among politicians, economists, scientists and public opinion as to the necessity of establishing international regimes to adequately manage global environmental pollution.

There is a generally recognized necessity to establish international regimes to manage global warming and deforestation. However, the question remains how far can existing forms of international cooperation serve this purpose. This book addresses fundamental questions as to whether available techniques and forms of international negotiations may lead to successful outcomes in this field, and how international environmental regimes should be set up and effectively implemented. A number of experts with backgrounds in law, political sciences, international relations or economics, from institutes of research and Academies - such as Patricia Birnie, Nigel Haigh, Larry Suskinds - or from the environmental boards of international bodies like the World Bank (for example, Kenneth Piddington), describe the advantages and disadvantages of the existing formation of international environmental treaty law.

Some general contributions analyze the law-making process - particularly the 'Convention-protocol' approach - and examine difficulties of implementation and enforcement of some existing international regimes - e.g. under maritime, fisheries or whaling Conventions. On the basis of past successful negotiations on the ozone layer, which led to the adoption of progressively the Vienna Convention, the Montreal and London Protocols, the model of a framework Convention followed by further and stricter obligations agreed upon at later stages is analyzed. Moreover, the political and technical features which render it difficult to apply such a model to